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Executive Summary: 
 
  In a traditional business network, each of the participants in each transaction is responsible 
for maintaining an independent set of records (such as tracking assets, payees, etc.). For example, 
consider a simplified commercial insurance transaction in which an insured purchases a policy with a 
carrier through the assistance of a broker. Within their respective centralized databases, all three 
participants record the same (or similar) data pertaining to the transaction. 
  As an alternative to centralized ledgers, blockchain technology can be utilized to support a 
decentralized digital ledger for recording transactions and tracking assets1.  In a decentralized ledger, 
all participants in a given network—referred to as “nodes”—are given controlled access to a shared 
copy of the data (as opposed to maintaining independent copies)2.  The blockchain ledger is 
encrypted so that only authorized nodes are able to access the data contained within, and the ledger 
is run by a blockchain protocol: a set of rules governing how the blockchain verifies and records 
transactions submitted by individual nodes.3 Key aspects of a blockchain solution include: consensus 
(all participants agree that a transaction or edit is valid); provenance (all participants know where an 
asset has come from and how its ownership has changed); immutability (no participant can tamper 
with a transaction after it has been recorded to the ledger; corrections are accomplished through 
new transactions and both records remain visible); and finality (a single, shared ledger provides one 
place to go to determine the ownership of an asset or the completion of a transaction).4  At present, 
blockchain is most commonly known for being the basis of many cryptocurrencies, including 
Bitcoin5.  Additionally, Toyota and MIT are currently engaged in a project to use blockchain to share 
autonomous vehicle data6  and many government services and public services records in Estonia are 
secured by blockchain solutions as part of the country’s ambition to become the first true e-
democracy in the world.7  
 
More recently, insurance companies8 and insurtechs9 have begun to recognize the business 
efficiencies that distributed ledger technologies bring to the table. According to Helen Beckett at 
Raconteur, “Blockchain’s immutable properties make it a natural partner for insurance, where 
settlements and reconciliation between multiple parties can be painful and protracted.”10  If 

 
1 Contant, J. “Why the insurance industry needs a ‘killer use case’ for blockchain.” Canadian Underwriter. February 28, 
2019. https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for- 
blockchain-1004160237/  
2 B3i. https://b3i.tech/what-we-do.html  
3 Orcutt, M. “Once hailed as unhackable, blockchains are now being hacked.” MIT Technology Review. February 19, 
2019.  https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/cracking-crypto-
custody.html?00076229&gclid=d5285c3a0c79122f55cb03047891be4e&gclsrc=3p.ds  
4 Sharma, K. “5 critical components of blockchain technology.” Blockchain Council. January 11, 2018. 
https://www.blockchain-council.org/blockchain/5-critical-components-of-blockchain-technology/  
5 Contant, J. “Why the insurance industry needs a ‘killer use case’ for blockchain.” Canadian Underwriter. February 28, 
2019. https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for- 
blockchain-1004160237/  
6 Lonze, C. “What microservices and blockchain mean for insurance.” Accenture. January 7, 2019. 
https://insuranceblog.accenture.com/what-microservices-and-blockchain-mean-for-insurance  
7 Kaljulaid, K. “Estonia is running its country like a tech company.” Quartz. February 19, 2019. 
https://qz.com/1535549/living-on-the-blockchain-is-a-game-changer-for-estonian-citizens/  
8 https://insuranceblog.accenture.com/what-microservices-and-blockchain-mean-for-insurance  
9 Ateljevic, S. “Blockchain adoption starts accelerating.” Insurance Thought Leadership. January 28, 2019. 
https://www.insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-adoption-starts-accelerating/  
10 Hammond, T. “Blockchain: Seizing the opportunities.” Insurance Thought Leadership. February 15, 2019. 
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-seizing-the-opportunity/  

https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for-%20blockchain-1004160237/
https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for-%20blockchain-1004160237/
https://b3i.tech/what-we-do.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/cracking-crypto-custody.html?00076229&gclid=d5285c3a0c79122f55cb03047891be4e&gclsrc=3p.ds
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/cracking-crypto-custody.html?00076229&gclid=d5285c3a0c79122f55cb03047891be4e&gclsrc=3p.ds
https://www.blockchain-council.org/blockchain/5-critical-components-of-blockchain-technology/
https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for-%20blockchain-1004160237/
https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for-%20blockchain-1004160237/
https://insuranceblog.accenture.com/what-microservices-and-blockchain-mean-for-insurance
https://qz.com/1535549/living-on-the-blockchain-is-a-game-changer-for-estonian-citizens/
https://insuranceblog.accenture.com/what-microservices-and-blockchain-mean-for-insurance
https://www.insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-adoption-starts-accelerating/
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-seizing-the-opportunity/
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implemented correctly, blockchain technology could lead to improved claims handling transparency, 
more streamlined transactions between carriers/insureds, and more reliable security through the use 
of bring your own ID (BYOID) models.  
  The insurance industry has responded to this opportunity in a variety of ways, from the 
creation of educational symposiums and associations to individual carriers offering tentative 
blockchain-based platforms.  
  A consortium of insurance carriers participate in The Institutes Risk Block Alliance which 
has begun testing a blockchain-based proof-of-insurance concept called Risk Block, which is 
intended to help insurers, regulators and law enforcement verify auto insurance details in real time, 
without the need for paper insurance cards.11  Additionally, blockchain technology has manifested in 
non-traditional alternative distribution channels. The Risk Bazaar platform, for example, uses a 
blockchain-based framework with peer-to-peer risk contracts to enable the affordable and efficient 
transfer of risks on a global scale without the need for a single insurance policy or agency.  
Blockchain’s potential as a new way to conduct digital business makes it an important technology12 
to follow, both to adapt its strengths to a business’ operation and to avoid falling victim to its hype 
by failing to understand some of its continuing weaknesses. Blockchain advocates point out that it is 
distributed and encrypted by a hash system, making it more secure than certain solutions. It also 
creates an immutable record, enhancing trust and confidence in the processes it supports, saves time 
by facilitating instant transactions and cuts down on the possibility for error or uncertainty. 
  Experts note that blockchains could potentially eliminate disputes about coverage and terms 
since, rather than each party in an insurance transaction owning their own copy of the record, one 
common, immutable record would be held by all parties.13  Automatic transactions could allow high 
volume programs to be administrated in real-time, increasing business efficiency. It could also 
provide the basis for paperless and highly trustworthy certificates of insurance.14  
  That is not to say the technology is entirely without drawbacks. Opponents point out that 
blockchain is not scalable, as increasingly long blockchains require huge amounts of energy. All  
blockchain transactions worldwide for Bitcoin exceeded the energy use of the whole of Bulgaria in 
2018, so the drain on energy and associated costs are a real concern15.  Additionally, blockchain may 
not be as secure as advertised. While sometimes thought of as unbreakable, recent breaches of 
prominent cryptocurrency exchanges demonstrate that the chain is only as secure as the majority of 
its nodes. In January of 2019, hackers were able to execute a 51% attack on several currency 
exchanges, in one case attempting unsuccessfully to transfer $1.1 million in cryptocurrency to 
themselves, and in the other successfully stealing $200,000.16  Without a higher guarantee of security, 
the expense of maintaining a blockchain solution in lieu of a traditional database may render the 
solution inefficient for most business operations.  

 
11 Hammond, T. “Blockchain: Seizing the opportunities.” Insurance Thought Leadership. February 15, 2019. 
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-seizing-the-opportunity/  
12 Ateljevic, S. “Blockchain adoption starts accelerating.” Insurance Thought Leadership. January 28, 2019. 
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-adoption-starts-accelerating/  
13 Hammond, T. “Blockchain: Seizing the opportunities.” Insurance Thought Leadership. February 15, 2019. 
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-seizing-the-opportunity/  
14 Contant, J. “Why the insurance industry needs a ‘killer use case’ for blockchain.” Canadian Underwriter. February 28, 
2019. https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for- 
blockchain-1004160237/  
15 Hammond, T. “Blockchain: Seizing the opportunities.” Insurance Thought Leadership. February 15, 2019. 
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-seizing-the-opportunity/  
16 Orcutt, M. “Once hailed as unhackable, blockchains are now being hacked.” MIT Technology Review. February 19, 
2019. https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/02/19/239592/once-hailed-as-unhackable-blockchains-are-now-
getting-hacked/  
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  Awareness of blockchain’s strengths and weaknesses is important for strategic thinkers in 
the insurance industry. While technology consultants still note that blockchain lacks a “killer use 
case” in the industry, its potential for speed, efficiency, and transparency could prove decisive for 
the first companies to effectively implement blockchain strategies.17  The unrealized nature of much 
of its potential for daily business operations also makes the risk of early investment worth 
considering carefully, particularly for the insurance industry. Jim Struntz, of Accenture insurance 
estimates that 46% of insurers expect to use blockchain by 2021, and 84% say the technology will 
change the way they do business.18  IT professionals must remain aware of  state-of-the-art 
technology in order to quickly respond to leadership’s demand for blockchain solutions when and if 
there is a decision to adopt. Sources note that blockchain’s complexity ensures most legacy 
technology infrastructures cannot support the solution from a standing start, and new infrastructure 
will have to be built with its demands in mind.19  Finally, there may be important compliance impacts 
stemming from blockchain solutions. Transparency of information within the chain to all players is 
an essential part of the technology, and personal information involved in insurance transactions may 
be subject to local, national, and international law.20 
 

Implications: 
 

• Blockchain can help democratize trust in financial transactions – including audits, data 
transmission, premium payments, and premium tax remittance. 

• Blockchain has the capability to manage large complex networks and all the millions of 
devices managing each other on a peer-to-peer basis that is secured. This creates a savings by 
enabling participants to lessen their use of expensive data centers. 

• Precise and immutable record of the date and time, blockchain offers a disintermediation 
solution that can be used to close gaps in the insurance transaction which can be exploited 
and used to perpetrate fraud. 

• Organizational restructuring will require specialized expertise to support. 

• Makes the entire transaction more seamless. 

• Could lead to commoditization of simpler risks, with adverse impact for surplus lines 
professionals depending on their role (i.e. carrier, broker, MGA). 

• Potential insurance product opportunities to insure blockchain. 

• The complexity of insurance contracts will be a challenge in terms of leveraging automatic 
contracting potential in blockchain. This may have impact for blockchain applications within 
insurance, for the complexity of insurance contracts, or both. 

• Certain regulations could be non-starters for blockchain technology. Universal standards and 
practices may be needed to overcome the regulation concerns. 

 
17 Contant, J. “Why the insurance industry needs a ‘killer use case’ for blockchain.” Canadian Underwriter. February 28, 
2019. https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/technology/why-the-insurance-industry-needs-a-killer-use-case-for- 
blockchain-1004160237/  
18 Hammond, T. “Blockchain: Seizing the opportunities.” Insurance Thought Leadership. February 15, 2019. 
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-seizing-the-opportunity/  
19 Lonze, C. “What microservices and blockchain mean for insurance.” Accenture. January 7, 2019. 
https://insuranceblog.accenture.com/what-microservices-and-blockchain-mean-for-insurance  
20 Webb, M. “Blockchain, privacy, and regulation.” Insurance Thought Leadership. December 19, 2018. 
http://insurancethoughtleadership.com/blockchain-privacy-and-regulation/  
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COVID-19 Specific Implications  
 

• The COVID-19 pandemic is identifying pressure-points worldwide. We are all challenged to 
find innovative solutions that address a changing world, while at the same time keeping costs 
low, and solutions that integrate blockchain may be the key. 

 

Opportunities: 
 

• Blockchain has the potential to streamline and eliminate bottlenecks in multi-party 
transactions by simplifying the need to validate and authenticate entries. 

• The ability to implement automatic and secured contracts and the need to be responsive in 
this regard, could lead to a greater standardization of insurance contracts on common or 
high-volume contracts. 

• Insurers could look at underserved markets or develop new products as long-term benefits 
using blockchain technology. 

• Improve risk assessment with setting price or spotting fraud. 

• Potential to reduce operational expense and staffing across most areas including claims, 
underwriting, finance and administrative functions through the automation of operations 
and improved efficiency. 

• Facilitate growth for insurers by improving customer engagement, enabling cost-efficient 
product offerings for emerging markets and the development of insurance products as it 
relates to the Internet of Things. 

• Facilitates Smart Contracts for insurance products that automate the underwriting of 
policies and claims handling thus reducing administrative costs. Smart Contracts could 
improve the standardization and electronic execution of payment obligations and actions 
conditional on payment. This could also lead to the standardization of contracts. 

• Unique potential to service the micro-insurance market (P2P blockchain with smart 
contracts). 

• Significantly reduce fraud and collusion due to greater transparency. 

• Improve transparency and fulfill (re)insurers’ requests for claim data and account history. 

• Data is registered in the blockchain by creating a digital fingerprint using hash functions 
with a date and time stamp. Data becomes immutable, and full transparency on the history 
of transactions is reached for security against cyber threats. 

• Blockchain can be used across multiple countries to cut costs of processing cross-border 
payments and regulatory compliance and potentially eliminating or reducing foreign 
exchange risk. 

• Generate new roles around IT security, finance and accounting. 

• Multiple parties view the same data; in the context of risk characteristics, this could make it 
more efficient for a new carrier to accept a new risk with a higher level of confidence in the 
data submitted 

• Reduce E&O exposures because the data is synchronized and shared in real time and 
everyone authorized on the chain can see unauthorized changes immediately. 
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• Speed up and simplify the onboarding of new customers. 

• Clearer visibility into reinsurance contracts and risk exposures. 

• Insurers gain more flexibility in moving capital and enhanced transparency into known 
risks, capital efficiency and capital requirements for compliance. 

• Reinsurers benefit from more accurate reserve calculations based on actual participating 
contracts and automatic calculation updates once underlying data is updated. 

• Less capital would be required, which is necessary to start a business thus seeing an 
increase in new business ventures, conversely, creating more competition on the insurance 
side. 

• Elements of blockchain which reduce processing demands, enable automation or cut down 
on fraud will result in potential savings for adopters of the technology. However, these 
savings must be balanced against the relatively lower frequency but higher cost of potential 
breaches and the costs of maintaining the technology itself. 

• Ability to access more, valid data. 

• Wholesalers can become early adopters of blockchain by capitalizing on their role as an 
intermediary and utilizing the large amounts of risk data that are already stored. 

• Develop new products to insure blockchain. 

• Eliminate duplicative data through access to distributed (or shared) data. 
 

COVID-19 Specific Opportunities:  
 

• Blockchain technology can be used to speed up the time it takes to release payments during 
COVID-19 (such as to health insurance companies, claimants, etc.)21. 

• With the economic downturn that is currently developing in the wake of COVID-19, 
companies across the insurance industry may see decreased budgets from a technology 
perspective. While this is a threat, blockchain provides the opportunity to do more with 
less due to the efficiencies granted (compared to traditional technology models).  

• As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, an increasing amount of personal data is being 
gathered (both within and outside of the industry) as companies develop solutions to 
combat spread. Solutions that leverage blockchain could provide significant advantages and 
safety features that would ensure private data stays private (as there is no single entity in 
control of the data).22  

• Supply chains that utilize blockchain have the potential to be more efficient and more 
resilient to future disruptions. From an insurance standpoint, there is an opportunity for 
carriers/brokers to develop solutions for large industrial clients that factor in the potential 
upside of blockchain23. 

 

 
21 Castellanos, S. “A Cryptocurrency Technology Finds New Use Tackling Coronavirus.” April 23, 2020. 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-cryptocurrency-technology-finds-new-use-tackling-coronavirus-11587675966  
22“How Blockchain Can Help in the COVID-19 Crisis and Recovery.” May 4, 2020. https://blog-
idcuk.com/blockchain-help-in-the-covid-19-and-recovery/  
23  Hewett, N. “This is how blockchain can be used in supply chains to shape a post-COVID-19 economic recovery.” June 
19, 2020. https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/this-is-how-blockchain-can-be-used-in-supply-chains-to-shape-a-
post-covid-19-economic-recovery/  
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Threats: 
 

• Existing carrier infrastructures and/or business models may not be suitable for blockchain, 
and attempts to integrate with this technology could be detrimental to business continuity. 

• Integration with public databases brings about personal security concerns. 

• Scalability is an issue in that its extremely computer-intensive in public blockchains. This 
diminishes the blockchains theoretical speed and cost. 

• Although blockchain uses supposedly “impenetrable” encryption technology, the shared 
ledger could still be vulnerable if the surrounding interfaces are improperly secured. An 
intruder could hack the secondary software. 

• Potential reduction and/or shifting of staffing needs across most areas including claims, 
underwriting, finance, and administrative functions through the automation of operations 
and improved efficiency. 

• If transactions involve only a limited number of parties or intermediaries, insurance players 
may consider discontinuing their current transaction models. In turn, this means that the 
use of blockchain may disrupt organization design, employees and culture, that some 
business models could become obsolete if blockchain technology solutions become 
mainstream. 

• Automatic contracts and immutable chains of data visible to all allowed may alter or reduce 
the role of professional intermediaries. 

• The regulatory environment is largely unknown, especially regarding the compliance 
challenges raised by blockchain. 

• Failure to adopt blockchain as an alternative distribution vehicle may minimize 
opportunities for companies that transact high volume and high commodity business. 

• Given the need for reduced capital, more players may enter the market, creating more 
competition for insurers. 

• Security may be strong but not impenetrable. 

• Carrier/product branding and relationships may become less important/valuable if 
blockchain-enabled solutions enable a greater degree of commoditization. 

• Blockchain distribution brings about an added cyber exposure if sensitive information or 
PII is breached 

• Environmental impacts to data mining require an immense amount of electricity which 
adds concerns to cost efficiency. 
 

 
 
 
COVID-19 Specific Threats: 

 

• Although it is difficult to tamper with data that has been put into a blockchain solution, the 
original data itself could still be fraudulent (and even more challenging to fix). Specifically, 
with COVID-19, there is the threat that individuals could take advantage of high claim 
volumes and a rapidly shifting environment to submit fraudulent data. Thus, the adage 
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“garbage in, garbage out” becomes “garbage in stays in.” 

• Considering the current economic situation, there may be an unwillingness to invest in a 
new technology such as blockchain (despite its demonstrated importance). 

• Insurers will cautiously adapt full reliance on blockchain as a sole means of risk 
identification due to rapid shift in exposures resulting from COVID-19 (e.g. hotels, 
convention centers converted to short term health care facilities) 

• If blockchain had been readily utilized: 
o Reaction to the threat of the pandemic may have been expedited. 
o Sourcing ventilators/masks and identification of manufacturers capable of production 

expedited. 
o Identification of real time Hospital capacity by geography. 
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